
PHILIPS PAGE WRITER SERVICE MANUAL

Intended Use of this. Service Manual. This Philips product is intended to be operated only in accordance with the safety
procedures and operating instructions.

We are team of experienced, focused and hardworking professionals. All other model differences are found in
the cardiographs software. We also organize unsecured medical equipment loans and flexible rental schemes
with quick disbursement. All models use the same enclosure. The modular approach means less down-time for
the user, since replacing subassemblies allows faster field repairs. The internal self-test efficiently identifies
faulty subassemblies, further speeding the repair process. We are the liaison with the manufacturers during the
entire sales cycle, as well as for our customer service needs. This produces electrocardiograms on standard-
size paper that can be included in patient records without cutting or mounting. From a service standpoint, the
PageWriter , , and family of cardiographs are similar except for two major hardware differences: The MA has
additional firmware for ECG measurements and interpretation. Focus on sales effectiveness and consistency in
service efficiency is the hallmark of our reputation. The cardiograph contains the user controls, the printer, and
all the processing circuitry. The modular design makes extensive use of VLSI and gate array technology,
resulting in a minimum number of subassemblies. Perform the preventive maintenance procedures in Chapter
2 of this manual at required intervals to ensure satisfactory instrument performance. All PageWriter
cardiographs use a continuous feed, high-resolution, thermal array printer. The cardiographs use a thermal
printhead to record waveforms and label the ECG report. We import and export our products across the globe.
The PageWriter , , and family of cardiographs is designed for low-cost, long- term reliability. We provide
various options to purchase, rent, manage, exchange and use medical instrumentation and related technologies
safely and effectively. Figure shows the MA mounted on the cart. We supply new innovations and
technologies that healthcare professionals and customers need every day. The PageWriter and series
cardiographs also annotate records with patient information and ECG measurements. The MA keypanel does
not have an LCD preview display and uses operational keys instead of alphanumeric keys for user input. We
are committed to providing our customers innovative, cost-effective products and solutions to improve quality
of healthcare. The paper supplied with the cardiographs is a thermal paper designed to work with this
printhead and with the photo detector used to advancing the paper.


